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Bringing together overlapping or complementing
information from various sources, applications, and
perspectives has been a major issue in both commer-
cial and scientific domains. Several aspects can be
identified that complicate the realisation of a solu-
tion to the problem one of the largest being the way
in which information is offered. Differences in for-
mats or structures of information as well as differ-
ences in vocabulary provide hurdles for the interop-
erability and integration of information.

The aforementioned problem for integration and
exchange of information also comes to the fore for
national road authorities. These are in need of solu-
tions to bring about a unified view of asset manage-
ment information over its various life cycles. In or-
der to stimulate the market to provide such a solu-
tion, the Dutch and Swedish national road authorities
(i.e. Rijkswaterstaat and Trafikverket) have issued a
European project by the name of Virtual Construc-
tion for Roads (V-Con). Within this project, the focus
lies on data exchange and integration on the construc-
tion of roads and asset management specifically. The
desired solution will have to incorporate, align, and
integrate various pieces of information on construc-
tion objects. This includes design (CAD), geospatial
(GIS), and systems engineering (SE) information.

Semmtech, partnering with the engineering firm
Arcadis and one of the four remaining parties con-
tending in the V-Con project, has produced a work-
ing prototype. This solution to integrate information
into a coherent and cohesive set utilises Semantic
Web technology to overcome differences in format
and vocabulary. In order to overcome differences in
formats, the prototype translates the structure of infor-
mation between native data formats (such as STEP for
CAD information) and the Semantic Web structure
(i.e. triples). Subsequently, logic is applied to trans-
form the available information which is now avail-
able in a shared format to be expressed in a common

vocabulary. Once information is available in a shared
format and expressed in a common vocabulary, over-
lapping and complementing information can be inte-
grated into a single coherent and cohesive set.

What makes our V-Con prototype unique is the em-
ployment of control models. With the term control
model we refer to an information model, conforming
to Semantic Web standards, that facilitates a system
process by supplying it with a set of rules to perform
its business logic. In using control models, the need
to hardcode logic and decisions into the code of the
software can be significantly reduced or even done
away with. The operations of our integration solution
will as a result be easier to analyse, adjust, share, and
maintain. Moreover, this also entails that the techni-
cal components in place will themselves be easier to
reuse in other systems, as they can be made to work
for other data integration situations by supplying them
with control models that are specific to those contexts.

In this demonstration session, we will present the
design of our integration solution as well as the op-
erational prototype. In the final phase of the V-Con
project, starting June 2016, the participating compa-
nies will further develop their solution into a func-
tional pilot. The pilot, which will be tested with data
from existing road projects in the field, is to be com-
pleted in March 2017.
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TARGETED SESSION

The intention is to present the design of our solution
as well as demo/showcase our prototype in a hands-
on/tutorial session.
Facilities required: projector with HDMI cable to al-
low our laptops to be used in the demonstration, inter-
net connection. No further requirements for attendees.
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